Fourth Quarter 2016 Financial Market Commentary and Outlook

Politics Becomes the Driving Force Behind Financial Markets

Fourth Quarter 2016 Recap – Asset Class Performance Summary


U.S. stocks set multiple all-time highs in price during the quarter as investors poured money into companies that benefit from stronger
economic growth and fiscal stimulus following Donald Trump presidential victory on November 8th. Stocks have shrugged off Brexit
(British exit from the European Union) and rallied since the U.S. presidential election as economic data is beating estimates at the fastest
rate in the past 2 years while oil prices have risen 50% since the low on January 20th. It was the best quarter of the year for stocks and
marked the fifth consecutive quarterly gain for the S&P 500 Index. Global data during the quarter has indicated that the economic outlook
is improving in the developed (U.S., Europe, Japan) world. The dollar has jumped to a decade high relative to major peers and three major
U.S. stock indexes last month reached records on the same day for the first time since 1999.



U.S. Small Cap stocks led the way on the prospect of lower taxes, fewer regulations, greater infrastructure spending, and restrictions on
imports and global trade. They were followed higher by U.S. Mid Cap stocks, Gold, and U.S. Large Cap stocks. Despite the strong dollar,
Gold performed well during the quarter thanks to political uncertainty, rising inflation expectations, and continued easy monetary policy
(See Table 1).



In hopes of fiscal stimulus, deregulation, and higher interest rates and inflation following the November 8th election, investors bid up the
prices of U.S. Large Cap cyclical stock sectors (Financials, Telecom, Energy, Industrials, and Materials) while selling the more defensive,
income-oriented, bond-proxy sectors such as Healthcare, Real Estate, Consumer Staples, and Utilities (See Table 2).



Emerging Markets stocks were the worst performer during the quarter thanks to the strengthening dollar weakening their exchange rates
and increasing the cost of U.S. goods and services. Trump’s campaign pledges of trade protectionism and de-globalization are also not
stock-friendly for Emerging Markets. International developed market stocks were also hurt for similar reasons during the quarter (See
Table 1).



Bonds sold off abruptly during the quarter with yields rising too far, too fast in our opinion. The potential for fiscal stimulus and an
increase in inflation expectations based upon Trump’s victory led investors to sell bonds and buy stocks. All sectors in the investment grade
bond market declined during the quarter led by U.S. Treasuries and Municipal bonds (See Table 3).
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Total Rates of Return (%) as of 12/30/2016

TABLE 1

International
Broad
U.S. Large Cap U.S. Mid Cap U.S. Small Cap Developed
Asset Classes
Stocks
Stocks
Stocks
Stocks

Emerging
Market
Stocks

Intermediate High Yield
Bonds (1-10yr)
Bonds

Real Estate
(REITs)

Preferred
Stocks

Gold

Cash

4Q 2016

3.82

7.41

8.82

(0.62)

(4.31)

(2.07)

1.62

(3.28)

(3.81)

5.76

0.08

1 YR

11.95

20.73

21.28

1.59

11.27

2.08

16.65

8.63

2.32

11.37

0.33

* Source: Bloomberg and Bank of America/Merrill Lynch Indices

TABLE2
U.S. Large
Cap Sectors

Materials

Consumer
Discretionary

Consumer
Staples

Energy

Financials

Healthcare

Industrials

Real Estate

Technology

Telecom

Utilities

4Q 2016

5.88

2.31

(2.07)

7.14

13.34

(3.75)

5.94

(3.11)

1.36

7.38

0.49

1 YR

20.27

6.03

5.15

26.26

17.31

(2.44)

0.00

7.56

14.22

22.27

17.06

* Source: Bloomberg and Bank of America/Merrill Lynch Indices

TABLE 3
MortgageBacked
Securities Municipal Bonds
(0-10yr)
(1-10yr)

Fixed Income U.S. Treasuries U.S. Agencies
Sectors
(1-10yr)
(1-10yr)

Corporate
Bonds
(1-10yr)

(2.26)

(1.11)

(1.84)

(1.97)

(2.25)

1.17

1.13

4.04

1.67

(0.05)

4Q 2016
1 YR

* Source: Bloomberg and Bank of America/Merrill Lynch Indices
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Fourth Quarter 2016 Recap


The fourth quarter began with global stocks trading sideways to lower in price while bond yields rose slightly across the curve during the
month of October. Then the election happened and Donald Trump’s win sent a $2 trillion shock wave through global markets during the
month of November. A great rotation out of bonds and into stocks occurred as global equities rose by $2 trillion while global bonds fell by a
similar amount. November was the worst month for global bonds in dollar terms on record. The yen plunged the most in 21 years against the
U.S. dollar. The dollar strengthened 4.5% since the November 8th election reaching a 14 year high. It all amounted to a complete reversal of
the playbooks mapped out by most analysts and investors who had anticipated a Brexit (the British exit from the European Union)-style
rush to safe-havens (U.S. Treasuries & Gold) in the event of a surprise Republican presidential victory. The strong rally in U.S. stocks has
been the biggest surprise in post-election financial markets. Especially given the distinct lack of clarity in regards to what policies Trump
will actually pursue. However, the most important story overall is the huge sell-off in bonds. We view this sell-off as another case of when
financial markets, in this case the bond market, discount the headlines long before the actual news occurs.



In December 2015 the Fed raised interest rates for the first time since 2006 and provided a forward guidance that included projections of 4 –
0.25% fed funds rate increases for 2016 and 4 more 0.25% increases in 2017. Its tightening plan was derailed by slow global growth and low
inflation as well as political events such as the U.K.’s Brexit vote in June to leave the European Union. U.S. Treasury yields plunged to record
lows of 1.36% on the 10 year maturity note on July 8th following the Brexit vote. However, recent months have seen solid economic data from
China, the U.S. and Europe. Mr. Trump ‘s victory in the Nov. 8 election has produced a surge of optimism, causing investors to rush out of
government bonds and into riskier assets such as stocks. The yield on the 10 year U.S. Treasury Note rose from 1.83% the day before the
election to 2.44% at year-end as prices fell.



With this sudden post-election back-up in yields, the bond market has reached extremely oversold levels as investors speculate that
Trump’s spending plans will boost economic growth and inflation, which in turn will cause the Fed to raise rates faster than what is
currently priced in the market (3 – 0.25% interest rate increases in 2017). The timing and the extent to which Trump will be able to

follow through on some of his campaign promises such as infrastructure spending and tax cuts is still very much in question.


Similar to the December 2015 Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting, on December 14, 2016 the Fed raised the overnight Fed
Funds rate 0.25% to the new range of 0.50%-0.75%. It signaled that it expects to raise the rate further in the months ahead, but

reiterated its desire to raise the rate at a gradual pace moving forward. The Fed’s updated projections now imply there will be three
rate increases of a quarter point each in 2017, up from September’s projection of two increases. It is important to keep in mind that
the Fed does not have a very accurate track record projecting the timing and magnitude of future interest rate increases.
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How much the Fed raises interest rates next year will depend upon how the economy performs and how the economy performs may depend
upon the size and type of fiscal spending and tax cuts the President-elect Donald Trump and Congress put into place next year. There is a
great deal of uncertainty surrounding such fiscal programs and therefore, the Fed may move very cautiously until it receives a little more
clarity. Fed officials made little change to their projections for growth, inflation and hiring at the December FOMC and Chairwoman Janet
Yellen emphasized that she would take a wait-and-see approach before deciding how to react to President-elect Trump’s economic agenda.



Bond yields can rise in the short run for any number of reasons. However, we are not so sure that the economy is fundamentally strong
enough for yields and rates to stay higher in the long run. The President-elects plans call for more deficit spending. In the long run, deficit
spending is contractionary and hampers economic growth. In addition, since the November election, the U.S. dollar has risen to a 14 year
high. This serves as a de facto monetary policy rate increase as it tightens financial conditions. Bottom line is that we don’t believe interest
rates can rise much higher and remain at such levels.



Before making any meaningful changes to the fixed income allocations across our strategies, we will wait for further details to be released
that would better define what the actual numbers (spending increases, tax cuts) are proposed to be and the timing and likelihood of such.
However, as those details play out, it is our longer-term view that the 35-year bond bull market is likely drawing to a close as we have most
likely already seen the lowest lows in bond yields and the highest highs in bond prices. This process of bottoming in yield levels may take a
few years to play out.



The bond allocation (comprised of individual bonds and bond ETFs) across all of our investment strategies is currently positioned so that
interest rate risk (duration) can be reduced, if called for, with just a few trades. The nice thing about investing in individual bonds is that
tactical adjustments are easy to make and individual bonds mature at par while paying the investor semi-annual coupons. The nice thing
about investing in bond ETFs is that they are traded on an exchange and are very liquid.
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We believe that structural challenges such as aging demographics, high debt levels, budget deficits, and the abundance of global
savings will significantly limit the pace and magnitude of interest rate increases over the next few years. It is our view that Fed interest
rate increases will be very gradual and limited because of low inflation, economic weakness in Europe, Japan, and China, reduced investment
demand relative to desired savings, a strong U.S. dollar, and our belief that the U.S. and global economies can not withstand a successive
series of interest rate increases over the next year or two.

Trade Summary for the Fourth Quarter


Early in the quarter we raised exposure to U.S. Large Cap stocks to equal-weight to the strategic target from underweight. We
accomplished this through the purchase of more SPY (SPDR S&P 500 ETF). This purchase was funded by cash and sales proceeds from
reducing exposure to the Real Estate sector by selling a portion of ICF (IShares Cohen & Steers REIT ETF).



Given the rich valuations in the REIT sector combined with the fact that the Federal Reserve was very likely to raise interest rates at the
December Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting, we felt it was prudent to further reduce our underweight position in the real
estate asset class. REITs are bond proxies because of the relatively high level of income that they generate. When interest rates are
anticipated to rise, price gains in REITs are usually limited. In addition, back on September 1st, the REIT sector was carved out of the
broader Financials sector within the S&P 500 Index and became the 11th sector in the S&P 500. This served to make us more exposed to
the real estate sector than we wished and therefore, warranted reducing our position in ICF.



Just before Election Day, we reduced exposure to High Yield bonds by selling approximately half the position in JNK (SPDR Bloomberg
Barclays High Yield Bond ETF). Proceeds from the sale were invested in cash (money market weep fund). High Yield bonds have been one
of the best performing asset classes YTD returning over 11% as of our trade this week. On a yield spread basis, High Yield bonds are trading
21% richer than their 10 year average. Our proprietary technical analysis model was generating a maximum bearish sell signal. We decided it
was prudent to reduce risk exposure until at least after the election.
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As with every new year, we approach 2017 assessing whether it will be a green year for stocks (less volatile with a -1 standard deviation or
better) or a red year for stocks (more volatile with a -2 or -3 standard deviation event). For 2017, we will likely see an increase in stock
market volatility due to uncertainty surrounding the policies of the Trump administration. With so much positive change already priced
into stocks after Trump’s victory, it is difficult to forecast how much more stocks can gain. For now, we’ll continue with our view that the
pace and magnitude of Fed interest rate increases will be extremely slow and low. Bond yields will not rise in a lasting way until global
economic growth and inflation turn markedly higher. We believe the majority of the spike in bond yields has already occurred in 2016
and the 10 year U.S. Treasury Note yield will spend 2017 trading in a range of 2.00 -3.00% . Inflation is likely to remain low due to the

stronger dollar and such structural forces as aging demographics, excessive debt, globalization, and technological advances. This
should result in another green year for most risk-based assets, particularly U.S. and European stocks. Stock prices and dividends
should generate modest returns of 6-9% while bond prices and coupons return 2-4%.


As we enter the New Year, President-Elect Trump will be sworn into office on January 20th. Since Election Day, financial markets have
speculated that Trump will pursue more business-friendly policies. Even though Trump’s trade and immigration policies are
unconventional and his fiscal policy is a bit vague, he has spoken numerous times about his desire to increase government spending on
infrastructure projects and reduce taxes (fiscal policy stimulus). This would be bullish for stocks and bearish for bonds as it would likely
spur faster economic growth. Although financial markets generally don’t like one party to have complete control of government, the
Republicans have been a market-friendly party.



We are not denying that Trump’s election victory may eventually lead to a new period characterized by decreasing globalization, increased
U.S. economic growth, and higher inflation. However, we believe that it is still too premature to reach firm conclusions about what will
likely occur. Financial markets have moved so much since November 8th on such little detail. They have overstated the likely impact of
Trump’s proposed fiscal agenda. Given the current size of the U.S. federal deficit ($587 billion), infrastructure spending may be modest and
rolled out very slowly. Enacting new policies will likely take time and their economic effects may not be felt for several years. It’s just too
early to have a good idea of what fiscal policies and other Trump campaign promises are going to mean for the economy and financial
markets.
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Although we do not believe that geopolitical events such as Trump’s election victory are long-term determinants of economic growth and
financial market returns, in the short-term they have the potential to create a great deal of financial asset price volatility. We’ve already
seen that in global bond markets since November 8th. Financial markets hate uncertainty and the actions of Trump’s new

administration will be difficult to predict. In the near term, politics will become the driving force behind financial market
movements. We will be watching the situation in Washington D.C. and updating our economic and financial markets’ outlook as the
policy landscape becomes clearer. As policies are actually enacted as opposed to being just talked about, we will respond with portfolio
repositioning, if warranted.


With so much positive change already priced into stocks after Trump’s victory, it is difficult to forecast how much more U.S. stocks can
gain. A pullback in stock prices may occur early in the new year. However, stocks should march higher as the year progresses because
optimism regarding the potential economic benefits from the new administration’s policies will likely last awhile longer as tax cuts,
deregulation, and fiscal spending policies get debated in Washington D.C. For now, we’ll continue with our view that the pace and
magnitude of Fed interest rate increases will be extremely slow and low. Bond yields will not rise in a significant and lasting way until
global economic growth and inflation turn markedly higher. Stock prices should continue to grind higher because with bond yields near
historic lows, there are few alternatives to stocks. Although stocks appear modestly expensive on both trailing and forward earnings
relative to book value, they are cheap compared to interest rates and bond yields. If we see some stability in the U.S. dollar and oil prices
and firmer economic growth, then U.S. corporate earnings should improve. Central banks in the developed world outside the U.S. are
firmly on hold with respect to interest rate policy. In addition, recent data has indicated that economic growth in Europe and Japan is
accelerating. As such, we continue to favor a pro-growth investment stance and believe 2017 will be a green year indeed.
Andrew Zimmerman – Chief Investment Strategist
January 3, 2017

Notes: The DT Investment Partners’ Commentary and Outlook discusses general developments, financial events in the news and broad investment principles. It is provided for information purposes only.
The material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. Investments in various asset
classes entail different investment risks. For example, small cap stocks tend to be more volatile than large or mid-cap stocks. International and emerging markets stocks have exposure to currency
fluctuations, foreign taxes, political instability and the possibility for illiquid markets. Fixed income investments involve interest rate and credit risks among others. Real estate investing includes risks such
as declines in value of real estate, changing economic conditions, tax laws or property taxes. Commodities’ investing is highly volatile and subject to changing economic conditions and the vagaries of
speculators among other risks. One cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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